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OVERVIEW 

NATIVE LOAD HEDGING 
The determination of each WEIS participant’s Imbalance Energy by Asset Owner will be 
calculated under the native load hedging (“NLH”) methodology. The inputs into the NLH 
methodology are metered load, metered generation, energy tags leaving the WEIS market 
footprint, energy tags entering the WEIS market footprint and energy tags between entities 
within the WEIS market footprint.  

For an energy tag to be considered a valid input for the NLH process, both the source and sink 
of the energy tag must map to a valid settlement location in the WEIS commercial model. 
Additionally, the energy tag must source from a registered resource settlement location and sink 
to a registered load settlement location when the source or sink is within the WEIS market 
footprint. Energy tags that have a source and sink mapped to settlement locations within the 
same asset owner will not be considered for purposes of the NLH methodology.  

The NLH methodology centers on the difference between supply and obligations for each WEIS 
participant calculated by asset owner. The obligations will be determined by totaling the 
metered load at each settlement location by asset owner over an interval, with any export 
energy tags. The supply will be determined by totaling the metered generation at each 
settlement location by asset owner with any import energy tags. An asset owner with more 
supply than obligations will be deemed a net seller of imbalance energy. Conversely, an asset 
owner with less supply than obligations will be deemed a net buyer of imbalance energy. 
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SUPPLY CALCULATIONS 
The supply calculations will determine both the total amount of supply available for NLH as well 
as which portion of the supply is selling imbalance energy when the calculated supply exceeds 
the calculated obligation. As described above, the total amount of supply available for NLH is 
the sum of the metered generation at all settlement locations added to any energy tags sinking 
at the same settlement location for a given asset owner.  

The total amount of supply can be grouped into two categories for the purpose of NLH. The first 
grouping, considered lowest priority, is the sum of the output associated with non-dispatchable 
generation and output up to the economic minimum associated with dispatchable generation.  
The second grouping, considered cost-based, contains the output associated with dispatchable 
generation above the economic minimum, less the amount of any export tags sourced from that 
settlement location.  

OBLIGATION CALCULATIONS 
The obligations will be determined by totaling the metered load at each settlement location 
with any export energy tags not sourced from a specific resource settlement location, less 
import tags sinking at the same settlement location by asset owner over an interval.  

IMBALANCE ENERGY CALCULATIONS 
Imbalance energy is determined for each WEIS participant by comparing the calculated supply 
to the calculated obligation for each asset owner. 

• When the calculated obligation is greater than the calculated supply, the difference is 
settled as a purchase from the WEIS at the load-weighted average of all load settlement 
locations for that asset owner. 

• When the calculated obligation is less than the calculated supply and is less than the 
lowest priority supply category described above, the imbalance energy is settled as 
follows: 

o The difference between the calculated obligation and the calculated supply 
associated with the lowest priority category described above is settled as a sale to 
the WEIS at the generation-weighted average LMP of the resource settlement 
locations associated with the lowest priority category of supply. 

o The remaining supply, associated with the cost-based category described above, 
less the amount of any export tags sourced from the same resource settlement 
location, is settled as a sale to the WEIS at the resource settlement location LMP.   

• When the calculated obligation is less than the total calculated supply but is greater than 
calculated supply associated with the lowest priority region described above, the 
imbalance energy is settled as follows: 
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o The supply associated with the cost-based category described above is 
determined by lining up supply MW in an ascending order, beginning with the 
lowest cost energy, and excluding any amount associated with an export energy 
tag sourcing at that settlement location. After exhausting the lowest priority 
category’s supply, this cost-based category’s lowest cost energy is then used to 
serve the obligation remaining until all calculated obligation has been served.   

o The remaining supply, associated with the cost-based category, less the amount 
of any export energy tags sourced from each resource settlement location 
associated with the cost-based category, is settled as a sale to the WEIS at the 
resource settlement location LMP.  
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